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To strengthen the connection from the inner parts of Bagamoyo
towards the coast used by all those who work at the beach in the
fishing industry.

·

To improve the orientation for visitors to Bagamoyo. When visitors
come to Bagamoyo it should be easy for them to find places such
as hotels and sights of the historical buildings.

·

To increase the connection to Dar es Salaam even further by improving the access to the busses to and from Dar es Salaam. A
new bus station is under construction, south of the New market. I
suggest that the busses also in the future make a stop at the New
market, the vivid centre of Bagamoyo.

·

To strengthen the connections between the historical Stone town
and other areas in Bagamoyo by increasing the number of people
in the old parts of Bagamoyo and make the nowadays almost deserted Stone town more alive.
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Two factors which are important to work with to strengthen the connections within the town are creating a hierarchy of the streets and
preventing barriers.
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existing connections to be strengthened in the future

hierarchy of the streets

All the streets marked on the map are connections already existing
between important destinations. Connections that according to me
need to be further developed to make it easier to orientate one self
and move in the streets of Bagamoyo.

A clear hierarchy of the streets in town could improve the orientation.
Such hierarchy could be indicated by different width of the streets
but also by vegetation and lighting. Lines of trees could indicate the
direction to an important place in town, and so could light by lighting
single buildings or a large tree along the street.

In my overall proposal I want to strengthen the connections between
the different areas for dwellings in Bagamoyo, the hotels in the north,
the commercial centre, the old Stone town and the coast.

In the part of detailed studies I elaborate on these factors further.

Along the coast, from the hotels in the north down to Art school in the
south, I want to improve the connection and make it safer for visitors
to move along the beach. Today the tourists are warned about walking
along the beach even during daytime.
To achieve this, I propose the following:
· To construct a road along the shore for pedestrians from the hotels
to the Art school. The road should be edged by smaller stalls for
selling food etc to increase the number of people in the northern
part of the beach and make the area safer and more pleasant.
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to take away existing barriers and prevent future barriers
Vegetation is today in some places a barrier between the town and
the coast. This vegetation could be rearranged and corridors could
be opened to allow the breeze from the sea to reach the inner parts
of Bagamoyo.
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The large hotels north of Bagamoyo are not integrated with the rest
of the town. But new hotels along the coast in the more central parts
of Bagamoyo would be negative for the town as they would privatise
the land by the sea and reduce the number of possible connections
down to the beach. It is important that the land by the coast is accessible for the public. New hotels and other tourist establishments
that may be established along the coast, closer to the central parts of
Bagamoyo, should be accommodated in already existing buildings,
such as the old Fort, the Boma, the old Post office and Nassirviji
house. Using these buildings for tourism could also contribute to
make this part of the town more vivid.
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